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Abstract: This research is aimed to investigate the students’ improvement through POGIL (Process
Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning) learning model. It is a classroom action reesarch. The research was
taken under two cycles of four steps (planning, implementing, observing, and reflecting). The data was
collected through observation, interviews, and questionnaires. The result of the research shows that
there is a significant improvement upon the students’ science processing skill through POGIL learning
model.
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Abstrak: Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui perkembangan siswa melalui pembelajaran POGIL
(Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning). Penelitian ini adalah penelitian tindakan kelas. Penelitian
dilakukan sebanyak 2 siklus dari 4 langkah (perencanaan, pelaksanaan, pengamatan, dan refleksi). Data
dikumpulkan melalui observasi, wawancara, dan kuesioner. Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa
ada peningkatan yang signifikan terhadap keterampilan proses sains siswa melalui model pembelajaran
POGIL.

Kata kunci: kemampuan proses sains siswa, Proses Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning, POGIL

Education nowadays shift its way into a more
constructive learning model. Constructive
approach led to a kind of learning where stu-

dents are expected to be active in creating concept or
their own knowlegde. Teachers play their role as a
facilitators and motivators. Therefore, teachers are
expected to create such a great and joyful situation of
learning for students that these students will never
feel pushed in finding their own knowledge. The learn-
ing process will be categorized as successful when
teachers are capable of implementing any approach
or learning model they have mastered. Thus, teachers
are expected to be capable of mastering any learning
aproaches and apply that to the students. Teachers
should also refer to new paradigm in planning their
lesson that the materials can be used well by the stu-
dents. Teachers, in choosing the learning model espe-
cially in Biology teaching for senior high school level,
should be capable of developing the science processing
skill and master it for their life in society and continuing
their education into a higher level (Puskur, 2006).

Therefore, teachers are expected to be creative and
innovative in developing a concept of activity to support
the students during their knowledge and understanding
building independently.

Based on the previous study, the fact showed
some problems exist among teachers and also students,
not to mention in biology class of this secondary level.
According to the observation done in SMAN 1 Torjun,
students had never had significant number of science
processing skill development through interestingly chal-
lenging observation and experiment. The learning
activity given by the teachers are less variative and
contribute little to students development to their science
processing skill. Science processing skill should be
trained and developed through biology. According to
Trianto (2011, p. 143), it is said that science processing
skill in IPA/biology needs to be trained in order to
develop their mind. Students are given chances to do
experiments, improving their memories, and brings out
the students pleasure upon learning the concept of
science.
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Reffering to the result of the observaion and inter-
views done with teachers at SMAN 1 Torjun shows
that wihin X grade learning activity and use direct lan-
guage learning. Direct learning model tend to let teach-
er dominate the class. Teacher give less chances to
students to be invoved directly than being passively
involved during the learning processes. Students can
only wait for the teacher’s explanations and write it
down in a piece of paper. They have less involvement
in a real investigation activity but got the explanation
of being a scientist during the investigation. This fact
is stregthen by quetionnaires results which shows 31
students (88,6%) had never done any observation,
problems identification, hypothesis making, data analy-
sis and hypothesis testing in biology class.

Based on that very explanation, a suitable model
of leaning is needed the one which will involve students
actively and meaningfully get them into their science
processing skill development. POGIL (Process Orient-
ed Guided Inquiry Learning) is a learning model devel-
oped suitable to the essence of science (biology) in
enhancing science processing skill. POGIL is basically
developed from guided inquiry model which combine
guided inquiry and cooperative approach. The conside-
ration in this research emphasize the idea of POGIL
provide a real experiment in developing student’s pro-
cessing skill and their scientific attitude in growing their
thinking skill of creating scientific concept indepen-
dently. This idea was strengthened by a research done
by Bilgin (2009, p. 1041) showing that  guided inquiry
learning model has positive effects on developping stu-
dents performance. The same thing is also mentioned
in Moog and Spencer (2010) that POGIL had such
characterictic to help students developing their proces-
sing skill and not necessarily dependent to facility in
class or laboratory.

POGIL learning model has three steps to accom-
plish, which are: exploration, concept formation, and
application. In exploration, students do some ativities
like observing, experiment designing, colecting, check-
ing, and analyzing data, also investigating and testing
the hypothesis. While in concept formation, students
are expected to critically thinking and analyzing the
concept formation. In application, students are involved
in the application of new knowledge in exercising, prob-
lem solving, or even reesrach situation. Through this
activity, students work in team to build their understand-
ing and apply it to the new concept they have (Zawad-
ski, 2010, p. 69).

Based on that very fact, therefore, a classroom
action research should be done under the purpose of

knowing the improvement of students science proces-
sing skill through POGIL learning model in SMAN 1
Torjun.

METHOD

The researsch is a classroom action research sup-
ported with interview, questionnaires, and observations.
The research was done in clas X-1 of SMAN 1 Torjun
Sampang during the second semester year 2015/2016.
The school is located in Torjun street, Torjun subdistrict,
Sampang Regency, Madura, East Java Province. The
subject of the research was the real condition of class
X-1.

The research was done within two cycles. The
cycles in doing a classroom action research and the
implementation procedure is schematically provided
in Figure 1.

The instrument employed in this research were:
a) observation sheets of learning implementation to
measure the implementation of POGIL and the quality
of the learning done by the teachers. The observation
was done during the teaching learning process by the
observers, b) observation sheet of science processing
skill, c) interview guide sheet as the teacher guidance
to know the students’ responses to the learning model
applied. The data was collected through two kinds of
observation sheet which are learning activity observa-
tion sheet and students’ performance observation
sheet.

The data analysis of teacher and students activity
during the process of the learning observation sheet
was done in every meeting during the process of the

Figure 1. Steps and Implementation Procedure
(Source: Arikunto, 2010, p. 137)
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learning. The data was collected is a qualitative data
which later converted to quantitave one based on the
result of the observation during the teaching and learn-
ing process in every meeting.

RESULTS

The research began with an observation through
questionnaires, interviews, and learning process obser-
vation during January to May 2016 in SMAN 1 Torjun.
The observation was done under the purpose of identi-
fying the problems happened in grade X which finally
taken to be the research questions. Based on the obser-
vation, the problem are identified as students are being
less skilled in developing their science processing skill
through field observation  and challenging experiments.
These problems identified are further taken to be the
researcher focus to do a research and discussion with
observers to talk about the approaching research.

The research consisted of two cycles with four
steps each. The four steps are the action planning,
action implementation, observation, and reflection. Ac-
tion planning was made based on the previous observa-
tion. There are some steps within, which are: (a) pre-
paring the research instruments like syllabus, lesson
plan, students’ worksheets, observation sheets of
learning implementation, and observation sheets of
science processing skill. In the action implementation,
according to POGIL syntax learning, covers some
steps to go such as: (a) orientation, as a step where
teachers motivate students and dig students knowledge
by playing a video suitable to the learning purposes
and continued with assigning the students to formulate
problems according to the video thet have watched
before and also their worksheets; (b) exploration is
an activity where students do observation, planning
an experiment, collecting, checking, and analyzing the
data, investigating any correlation exists, proposing
questions and testing the hypothesis; (c) concept for-
mation, students are presenting and communicating
the result of the observation and group discussion; (d)
application, students implement their new understand-
ing into different context; and (e) closure as a step
where students conclude the learning processes and
do some learning reflection.

Cycle I and II were done within five meetings.
The material learned is under the basic competence
number 3.9 covering the idea of analyzing information/
data from an sources about ecosystem and all interac-
tions within. Also the basic competence number 3.10
for analyzing data of environment changes and the

effects to life. Teacher and students learning syntax
implementation employing POGIL utilized observation
sheets which were handled by three observers. The
average learning implementation using POGIL learn-
ing model increase from cycle I to cycle II as much
as 17,9% with 78,4% in cycle I and 96,3% in cycle II.
The average learning implementation using POGIL in
cycle I and II can be traced through Table I.

The result of the research shows the average
observation on students science processing skill is in-
creasing from cycle I to cycle II as much as 8,5. In
cycle I with the average of 77 under the detail of 10
students got   70 and 25 students got   70. Classical
passing grade laid on 71,42 which means the students
in cycle I were not yet passed. While in cycle II, the
result shows that it reached the average score of 85,5
with classical passing grade of 100% which can basic-
ally means that all the students passed the skills ob-
jected. According to the success indicator, classical
passing grade can be said to be passed if there are
85% subjects achieve   70. The average science
processing skill observation score and classial passing
grade in cycle I and II can be seen through Table 2.

DISCUSSION

According to the data and the result of the re-
search, POGIL learning model implementation can in-
crease students science processing skill. The estimated
improvement of student science processing skill and

Table 1. Average Learning Implementation
using POGIL Learning Model in Cycle I and

II

No Steps 
Cycle/Average Percentage 

Cycle I Cycle II 
1 Orientation 100 100 
2 Exploration 67 82 
3 Concept Formation 67 100 
4 Application 83 100 
5 Closure 75 100 

Average 78,4 96,3 
 

Table 2. Average Science Processing Skill
Observation Scores and Classical Passing

Grade Cycle I and II

No Research Data 
Cycle  

Cycle I Cycle II 

1 Science processing 
skill average 77 85,5 

2 Classical passing 
grade 71,42% 100% 
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its classical passing grade in cycle II and II are por-
trayed in Figure 2.

POGIL learning model can improve science
processing skill. It is proven by data as a result of the
observation in cycle I and II increase its obeservation
average as much as 10,2. While the classical passing
grade increase its average as much as 28,6%. Science
processing skill in this research measures the aspect
of observing, investigating, research planning, commu-
nicating, and questions proposing. In cycle I, students
are capable of observing, interpreting, planning a re-
search, and use all their senses to gather all data or
information well. In terms of interpreting the data, stu-
dents should also be capable of communicating or pre-
senting their observation results or any logical statement
to create a correct conclusion. Students can also plan
a research referring to the right prodecures. In cycle
II, there is significant improvement on scince proces-
sing skill, especially in communicating and question
proposing aspect. Students are capable of orally com-
municating the problem teacher guided and motivated.
Students can also propose questions related to the hy-
pothesis background.

The factor which came to be the cause of the
improvement on students science processing skill is
that POGIL learning model is a learning model devel-
oped appropriate to the essence of science as process
and science as product. POGIL learning model is a
developed model of inquiry learning model. Through
inquiry learning model, students learn how to solve
problems or reveal a phenomenon scientifically. Biolo-
gy as part of science require scientific learning process.
This learning model provides teachers with to guide
the students and equiped the students to explore knowl-
edge using scientific method like a real scientist. Pro-
cessing skill is an important part of science since it
represents rationality and logical thinking capability in
using science. The competence in processing skill al-
lows students to act according to the informarmation

they got in solving a problem (Burns, et al, 1985, p.
170)

In every POGIL steps, students actively involved
in every activity especially during the step of explora-
tion, concept formation, and application. Students are
active in doing observation, finding problems, making
hypothesis, doing exploration, observing, data collect-
ing, data analyzing, concluding, and communicating
well. It is strengthen through good interviews and re-
sponses upon POGIL learning model. To sum up, stu-
dents look excited and enthusiast to follow the learning
process, especially during the ecosystem observation
in school like forest school, TOGA, karang kitri, and
school garden.

Students involvement inside or outside the class
can positively influence the students in building their
knowledge independently (student center). Students
will understand the concept easily. The same questions
were mentioned by Simonson and Shadle (2013, p. 4)
that POGIL learning model might improve the students’
knowledge retention, high level thinking, and processing
skill. Those abilities are posessed when students dig-
ging deeeper knowledge by thinking, data analyzing,
ideas discussing, concluding, and building knowledge
through team work. The same experiement done by
Ningsihm et al. (2015, p. 1) and Mohamed (2008)
that POGIL can improve students learning skill and
students processing skill.

In Orientation, students are capable of developing
science processing skill aspect like observing, inter-
preting the observation result through demostration,
and investigating knowledge through video on a case
study of ecology and enironment changes. In Explora-
tion, students are given the chance to develop planning
a research aspect, experiment designing aspect, col-
lecting and analyzing the data, answering the questions
by analyzing the theory and the result. In Concept
Formation, students are capable of developing the indi-
cator of communicating the result of the research or

Figure 2. Estimated Improvement of Student Science Processing Skill and Its Classical Passing
Grade in Cycle II and II
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group discussion in front of the class. While in Applica-
tion, students seems to learn how to broad questioning
aspect through the application of new concept to diffe-
rent context.

In POGIL learning model, teachers are only facil-
itators in guiding and taking the students to the right
learning appropriate with the purpose of the learning,
POGIL learning model can motivate students to partici-
pate actively and give them rooms for creatively ex-
ploring the subject as the requirement of the learning
(learning by doing). The same thing was mentioned
by Hanson (2013) that POGIL can make the students
active in learning processes and discussing in class.
Zawadski (2010, p. 69) said that in POGIL learning
model, students can work in team and involved actively
in looking, finding, and building their new knowledge.
Therefore, it can be said that POGIL is an alternative
learning model which can push students to develop
their processing skill.

CONCLUSION

According to the result of the discussion above,
it can be concluded that POGIL learning model can
improve students’ processing skill in grade X SMAN
1 Torjun. Therefore, some suggestions are coming as
follows. (1) POGIL learning model can improve sci-
ence processing skill that this learning model should
be an alternative for biology learning in secondary
school level. (2) Teachers should master and under-
stand POGIL learning model syntax deeply. (3) School
is suggested to make training for teachers more often
to talk and study learing models that their knowledge
might increase and capable of applying any learning
models well during the teaching and learning process.
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